Abstract. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional, compact Riemannian manifold and P 0 ( ) = − 2 ∆ g + V (x) be a semiclassical Schrödinger operator with
1. Introduction 1.1. Background. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional, compact Riemannian manifold with Laplace Beltrami operator −∆ g : C ∞ (M) → C ∞ (M). We let 0 = λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ ... be the eigenvalues of −∆ g and {ϕ λ j } j∈Z + be the corresponding L 2 normalized basis eigenfunctions. The relationship between the large λ asymptotics of the ϕ λ 's and the corresponding dynamics of the geodesic flow G t : T * M → T * M is a very interesting subject which has been studied a great deal over the past several decades. Nevertheless, many basic questions related to this correspondence are not well understood, especially for eigenfunctions; there are several ways of quantifying this correspondence. One such approach is to classify the possible semiclassical defect measures: Given a pseudodifferential operator of order zero, known in physics as the quantum observable, one studies the possible limit measures dµ on S * M satisfying lim λ→∞ Aϕ λ , ϕ λ = S * M σ(A)dµ. Recently, there have been important advances in the understanding of defect measures vis-a-vis quantum unique ergodicity [A, H, L] .
One important measure of the classical-quantum correspondence, different from that of defect measures, involves computation of L ∞ bounds, or more generally L p bounds, of eigenfunctions. The universal estimate ϕ λ L ∞ = O(λ n−1 2 ) due to Avakumovic, Hörmander, and 1 Levitan [Av, Ho, Lev] follows from the well-known pointwise asymptotic formula e(x, x, λ) = (2π) −n vol(M)λ n + O(λ n−1 ) which is uniform in x ∈ M. Here, e(x, y, λ) := λ j ≤λ ϕ λ j (x)ϕ λ j (y) is the Schwartz kernel of the spectral projector of −∆ g . The O(λ n−1
2 ) bound is known to be saturated by the zonal harmonics on S n at the north and south poles with the round metric. Sogge and Zelditch [SZ] proved that this maximal bound is only attained at points z ∈ M, where |L z | > 0 where L z := {ξ ∈ S * z M; ∃ T > 0 such that exp z (T ξ) = z} and |A| denotes the Liouville measure of A ⊂ S * z M. The latter theorem is closely related to earlier work of Safarov [Sa] and is the pointwise analogue of a result of Düistermaat and Guillemin [DG] and Ivrii [I] for the Weyl remainder of the integrated spectral function, N(λ) = M e(x, x; λ)dvol(x). More recently, Sogge, Toth, and Zelditch [STZ] improved these general L ∞ estimates by replacing the zero-measure looping condition in [SZ] with the weaker assumption of recurrence.
It is difficult to improve the general O(λ n−1
2 ) by polynomial powers of λ and there are few rigorous results along these lines; see [Z] for a thorough overview of known results on eigenfunction bounds. In the quantum completely integrable case, explicit polynomial improvements in the L ∞ bounds for eigenfunctions are given in [T] . For arithmetic hyperbolic surfaces, polynomial improvements were obtained by Iwaniec and Sarnak [IS] . A conjecture of Sarnak [S] asserts that for hyperbolic surfaces, ϕ λ L ∞ = O ε (λ ε ) for any ε > 0. Both numerical evidence and Berry's random wave model [Ber] are consistent with such a bound, but rigorous results at this time remain elusive; see the lecture notes of Sarnak [S] for further details on this conjecture and related topics.
In the more general semiclassical setting, Koch, Tataru and Zworski [KTZ] proved sharp L p eigenfunction estimates for general semiclassical Schrödinger operators P ( ) = − 2 ∆ g + V (x), where ∈ (0, 0 ] is the semiclassical parameter. In particular, they prove that
) extending the homogeneous Avakumovic-Hörmander-Levitan bound. One of the main applications of the results in this paper is to eigenfunction restriction bounds; in this case, more is known. Let H ⊂ M be denote a smooth hypersurface. In the general homogeneous case, Burq, Gerard and Tzvetkov [BGT] gave sharp general upper bounds for ϕ λ L p (H) which depend on geodesic curvature of H; in particular, when H is totally geodesic, the authors show that ϕ λ L 2 (H) = O(λ n−1 4 ) and if H has strictly positive geodesic curvature this bound improves to ϕ λ L 2 (H) = O(λ n−1 6 ). Similar results were obtained independently using the analysis of fold and blowdown singularities of Fourier integral operators by Hu [Hu] . Recently, Hassell and Tacy generalized these results to the semiclassical setting [HT] .
The article [T2] proved that for generic curves H in the quantum completely integrable case on surfaces, there is a large improvement in the upper bound, explicitly of the form ϕ λ L 2 (H) = O( √ log λ), which is consistent with the random wave model. Here, "genericity" is defined in terms of the associated moment mapping of the integrable system. At the opposite extreme in [TZ1, TZ2] , it is proved that for generic hypersurfaces H of manifolds with ergodic geodesic flow, along with quantum ergodic sequences of eigenfunctions, one actually has quantum ergodic restriction in the sense that the asymptotics take the form ϕ λ L 2 (H) ∼ 1. We show in Theorem 1.3 that for any submanifold H ⊂ M there is a natural class of unitary perturbations of Schrödinger eigenfunctions that satisfy the ≍ 1 restriction bound, at least for a positive measure of values of the perturbation parameters. This is consistent with the ergodic case and our results here can be interpreted as further evidence for the efficacy of the random wave model. 1.2. Discussion of Results. We now describe our results in more detail. Let B k (ε) ⊂ R k be the k-ball of radius ε > 0 centered at 0 ∈ R k . In the following discussion, (ω u ) u∈B k (ε) denotes a smooth k-parameter family of C ∞ one-forms on M. In each local coordinate chart U ⊂ R n , one can write
Consider the associated gauge-invariant semiclassical differentials
We assume throughtout that ω 0 = 0, ∈ (0, 0 ] is the semiclassical parameter, and
is the Hodge star operator and for w ∈ Ω 1 (M), the codifferential is given by
Then, for any given electric potential V ∈ C ∞ (M), we form a family of semiclassical magnetic Schrödinger operators
(2) For u = 0, we clearly have that
is the standard Laplacian. The operator P u ( ) has the principal symbol
where the ω j are the local components of the magnetic potentials in (1). The bicharacteristic flow associated with the Hamiltonian vector field H pu is denoted by
Theorem 1.2, the main result of this article, gives an explicit ansatz for mollifying the pointwise behavior of eigenfunctions, on average, by using propagators e it 0 Pu( )/ generated by the magnetic Schrödinger operators (2).
Let (M n , g) be a compact manifold and P 0 ( ) = − 2 ∆ g +V (x) be a semiclassical Schrödinger operator with ∈ (0, 0 ] with E ∈ R a regular value of p 0 (x, ξ) = |ξ|
, is an L 2 -normalized family of semiclassical eigenfunctions with P 0 ( )ϕ = E( )ϕ . We consider magnetic deformations of P 0 ( ) of the form (2) and assume that the number of deformation parameters k ≥ n = dim M. In terms of local coordinates x = (x 1 , ...x n ), we make the following Definition 1.1. We say that the smooth family of magnetic potentials (ω u ) u∈B k (ε) with
• The family of maps f x : B k (ε) → R n with k ≥ n, given by the components
are submersions for all x ∈ M.
The submersion requirement in Definition (1.1) is clearly a coordinate-independent and generic condition [Mo] . In any local coordinate chart and for ε > 0 small, this amounts to verifying that the first variation
for i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., k, is a n × k matrix of rank n. For |t 0 | small, we define the corresponding deformations of the eigenfunctions by
Consider the initial-value problem
The deformed eigenfunctions (5) are non-stationary solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (6) evaluated at time t = t 0 ; that is,
It is also useful to note that when viewed as stationary functions, the ϕ (u) are also L 2 -normalized eigenfunctions of the -elliptic operators
with eigenvalue E( ). The ϕ (u) are clearly deformations, up to constant multiples of modulus 1, of the eigenfunction ϕ with ϕ (0) = e −it 0 E( )/ ϕ and Q 0 ( ) = P 0 ( ); note that |ϕ (0) | = |ϕ |. Our precisely stated main result is Theorem 1.2. Let (M n , g) be a compact Riemannian manifold and P u ( ) :
be a family of admissible magnetic Schrödinger operators of the form (2). Then, for ε > 0 and |t 0 | > 0 sufficiently small,
Remark: Throughout, f ( ) ≍ g( ) will mean that there are constants C j > 0 for j = 1, 2, such that
For any Lebesgue measurable A ⊂ R k we denote its measure by |A| and similarily, when A ∈ GL(n; R), we simply write |A| for | det A|. Finally, C > 0 denotes a constant which can vary from line to line.
One consequence of Theorem 1.2 is the following eigenfunction restriction bound:
+ , with the implied constant depending on H. In general, the set A will depend on H, the initial eigenfunctions ϕ , and Ω( ).
Indeed, restricting the upper and lower bounds in Theorem 1.2 to x ∈ H, integrating over H, and applying Fubini's Theorem to interchange the iterated integrals gives
Theorem 1.3 then follows from (8) and the Chebyshev inequality. Since Ω( ) = o(1) is arbitrary, Theorem 1.3 shows that for a generic deformed eigenfunction ϕ (u) , its restriction bounds along any submanifold H ⊂ M are much smaller than the deterministic universal upper bounds in [BGT, Hu] and are essentially consistent with the ergodic case [TZ1, TZ2] .
Roughly speaking, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 say that by introducing a generic magnetic potential ω u and deforming a Schrödinger eigenfunction ϕ via the unitary magnetic propagator e −it 0 Pu( )/ , pointwise blowup is destroyed on average as one varies over the intensity and orientation of the magnetic field perturbation. This is related to the notion of "fidelity" in nuclear magnetic resonance and has been revived more recently in quantum chaos [C, P] . The quantities studied are the states e itPu( ) e −itP 0 ( ) ψ 0 , where ψ 0 is some initial function or a family of functions depending on . In the case where ψ 0, are eigenfunctions with P 0 ( )ψ 0, = E( )ψ 0, , one has that e itPu( ) e −itP 0 ( ) ψ 0, = e −itE( )/ e itPu( ) ψ 0, , which is a unitary multiple of the family we consider in Theorem 1.2. The magnetic deformation is important here since it satisfies the non-degeneracy condition described in Definition 1.1 which is crucial in Proposition 4.1; at present, we do not know whether or not our methods extend to the case of electric deformations of P 0 ( ) of the form
. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we motivate our general results by discussing the case of a magnetic propagator e it 0 Pu( )/ on R n with P u ( ) = D x + u, D x + u . Section 3 gives background on the semiclassical microlocal analysis that is needed for the proof of our main result. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.2 and Section 5 gives applications of Theorem 1.2 to quantum ergodic sequences of eigenfunctions; in the latter section, we get asymptotic results (see Theorem 5.1). Finally, in Section 6, two examples with extremal eigenfunction supremum bounds are given to illustrate the main result; these are the ground states of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator and the zonal spherical harmonics in two dimensions.
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Remark:
We note that the results here do not give improvements for averaged eigenfunction L ∞ -bounds but do for restriction bounds on submanifolds. Theorem 1.2 gives
, however this does not imply a similar bound for
e. the reverse Fatou lemma does not hold in general. Indeed, for both examples discussed in Section 6, ϕ
is still maximal even after averaging over the magnetic deformations.
2. Motivation: Propagators given by quadratic forms in R n .
One of our main motivations here comes from the well-known, explicit Fourier multiplier formulas for non-degenerate quadratic propagators in R n (see [Zw, Theorem 4.8] ). Let Q ∈ GL(n; R) be a real-valued nonsingular n×n matrix and suppose {f } ∈(0,h 0 ] is a semiclassical family with f ∈ S(R n ) and
We now consider slightly more general quadratic polynomial expressions in the D's; specifically, the case where QD, D is replaced by the magnetic Schrödinger operator D + u, D + u with constant magnetic potential u ∈ R n . It is readily checked that
Let χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n ) with χ(u) = 1 when |u| < 1 and χ(u) = 0 for |u| > 2. It follows from (10) that for any x ∈ R n ,
(11) Finally, writing g ,x (y) := f (x + y) and making the change of variables
it follows that the last line in (11) can be rewritten in the form
with a(y, ξ) = χ(y − ξ) ∈ S 0,0 (R 2n ); see (16) for more on symbol classes. By the CalderonVaillancourt Theorem (19) and the fact that g ,x L 2 = f L 2 = 1 for any x ∈ R n , it follows that for ∈ (0, 0 ],
with C n > 0 a purely dimensional constant. To carry out the Kuranishi change of variables in (12), we have used that
where, p u (x, ξ) = |ξ + u| 2 is the Hamiltonian function. The non-degeneracy of the mixed Hessian on the RHS of (15) is central to the bound in (14) and motivates the notion of admissibility in Definition 1.1. Our main result in Theorem 1.2 extends the analysis above to a wide class of magnetic deformations on arbitrary compact manifolds. The reason we choose magnetic deformations is largely due to the implied non-degeneracy of the mixed Hessian in (15).
Semiclassical pseudodifferential and Fourier integral operators
We briefly review the relevant calculus of semiclassical pseudodifferential and Fourier integral operators that will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. The reader is referred to [DS, Zw] for further details.
Semiclassical pseudodifferential operators ( -PsiDOs).
The basic semiclassical symbol spaces are
Here, we use the standard notation for ξ := 1 + |ξ| 2 . The corresponding space ofpseudodifferential operators is
where the Schwartz kernels are locally of the form
cl , the principal symbol σ(A ) := −m a 0 using the notation of (16). It is sometimes convenient to use the -Weyl quantization with corresponding Schwartz kernel
One useful feature of the latter quantization scheme is that for a(x, ξ, ) real-valued, the corresponding Weyl quantization is formally self-adjoint with Op w (a)
The Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem [DS, Zw] states that
In addition, one has the weak Garding inequality: For A ∈ Ψ 0,0 cl and ∈ (0, h 0 ], with 0 > 0 sufficiently small,
where I is the identity operator. The results (19) and (20) are used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. The family of eigenfunctions (ϕ ) ∈(0, 0 ] , and the corresponding deformations (ϕ (u) ) ∈(0, 0 ] , have compact -wave fronts supported in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the characteristic variety {(x, ξ) ∈ T * M; |ξ| 2 g + V (x) = E} for sufficiently small; the following section on semiclassical wavefronts provides more details. Hence, we are only interested here in A ∈ Ψ m,−∞ cl since all symbols will have compact support in ξ and therefore only the asymptotic behavior in is relevant.
In the semiclassical case, one is interested in determining decay properties of the family (ϕ ) ∈(0, 0 ] , not just regularity properties as functions on M. This naturally leads one to define the notation of a semiclassical wave f ront set, W F (ϕ ), associated with the family of functions (ϕ ) ∈(0, 0 ] ; the reader is referred to [Zw, Chapter 8, Section 4] for further details. As in the homogeneous case, it is more natural to define the complement of the semiclassical wave front of the family (ϕ ) ∈(0, 0 ]) with
3.1.3. Eigenfunction localization. We will use the fact that eigenfunctions ϕ and corresponding deformations ϕ (u) have compact -wave fronts to simplify expressions e −it 0 Pu( )/ ϕ by -microlocaly cutting-off the propagators e −it 0 Pu( )/ near the energy level set p
Such procedures are standard (see [Zw, Chapter 8] ) but, for the convenience of the reader, we briefly review the specific case at hand. By assumption
0 (R) be a standard cutoff function equal to 1 near the origin and consider the associated cutoff with χ
(M) to be the corresponding -pseudodifferential cutoffs.
It now follows by a standard semiclassical parametrix construction, as in [Zw, Theorem 6.4 
0 (E). Replacing ϕ with P k 0 ( )ϕ above, it follows by a Sobolev lemma argument that for all k ∈ N,
For ϕ (u) , one has the analogous equation (Q( ) − E)ϕ (u) = 0 where, by the semiclas-
cl ). Consequently, by a similar parametrix argument as above it follows that, with the cutoff
Thus, from (22) and (23),
We note the cutoff χ
+ is the distance function relative to any Riemannian metric on T * M. The main point is that, for ε > 0 small, supp (χ (u) E ) remains localized near the hypersurface p
Semiclassical Fourier integral operators ( -FIOs).
Due to the compactness of W F (ϕ (u) ), it suffices here to consider operators F with Schwartz kernels locally of the form
, for some m ∈ R, with U and V being open subsets of R n . We assume that ψ is a non-degenerate phase in the sense of Hörmander [DS] , that is, {d x,y,ξ (d ξ 1 ψ) , ..., d x,y,ξ (d ξn ψ)} is linearly independent on the critical set C ψ , where
We use this local formulation to define our operator between compact, n-dimensional manifolds M and N. In view of (25), F can be associated to an immersed Lagrangian manifold Γ ⊂ T * M × T * N, where
by pushing forward C ψ through the map i ψ : . . , λ n ) are any local coordinates on C ψ , extended as smooth functions in a neighborhood of C ψ , then
where dλ is the Lebesgue density and |∂(λ, d ξ ψ)/∂(x, y, ξ)| denotes the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. In the semiclassical Fourier integral representation (25), the symbol is transported from the critical set C ψ by the Lagrangian immersion i ψ to the set Γ. At a point (x 0 , ξ 0 , y 0 , η 0 ) ∈ Γ, the principal symbol of F is defined to be
This formulation gives a coordinate-invariant definition of the principal symbol.
For a more detailed treatment of the compactly-supported -Fourier integral operators in (25), see [GuSt, Chapter 8] and [Zw, Chapter 10] .
Magnetic propagators. Consider the magnetic propagators
, where W u ( ) := exp(−it 0 P u ( )/ ) with Schwartz kernel W u ( )(x, y) and t 0 > 0 small. The associated evolution operator
One clearly has W u ( )(·, ·) = W ( )((·, u), ·). A key point in our argument is to interchange the roles of x ∈ M and u ∈ B k (ε), viewing u ∈ B k (ε) as range variables and x ∈ M as parameters. In terms of the evolution operator W ( ), we defineW x ( )(·, ·) := W ( )((x, ·), ·). Therefore, one has the identitỹ
with corresponding operatorsW
depending on the spatial parameters x ∈ M. We define the family of cut-off propagators W u,E ( ) :
The family of cut-off operators W u,E ( ); ∈ (0, 0 ] are compactly-supported semiclassical Fourier integral operators, with
where
In analogy with (26), we define a family of cut-off operatorsW x,E ( ) :
Hence, in view of the eigenfunction localization estimates in (22) and (23),
Let B(x 0 , ε) ⊂ M be a small geodesic ball centered at x 0 ∈ M. Locally, for x ∈ B(x 0 , ε) ⊂ M, it suffices to assume that k = n (see (31)). In the next section (see Proposition 4.1), we prove that for t 0 , ε > 0 sufficiently small, the family of operators
Moreover, under the admissibility assumption in Definition 1.1, Γ x ⊂ T * M × T * B n (ε) are canonical graphs, locally for x ∈ B(x 0 , ε). It is at this point that we use the specific structure of the magnetic perturbations to show that (1.1) is satisfied which, in turn, implies the graph condition on Γ x . Then, given the last line in (30), we use a T * T -argument (also utilized in the proof of Corollary 4.2) with T =W x,E ( ), and the L 2 -bounds (19) and (20) locally uniform in x ∈ B(x 0 , ε), to finish the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
4.1. Operator bounds for semiclassical propagators. The proof of our main theorem is based on a well-known L 2 operator bound for non-degenerate -Fourier integral operators (see [Zw, Chapter 10] ). We introduce some notation before proving an important proposition. Fix x 0 ∈ M and with 0 < ε < inj(M, g) small so that the geodesic ball B(x 0 , ε) is centered at x 0 with radius ε > 0. One can locally write P u ( ) = Op (σ 0 (P u ) + iσ −1 (P u )), where the principal symbol
In local coordinates,
For x ∈ B(x 0 , ε) with ε > 0 sufficiently small, it follows by the admissibility assumption (1.1) that for some subset
uniformly for (x, u ′ , u ′′ ) ∈ B(x 0 , ε) × B k (ε). Of course, the choice of u ′ can vary depending on the geodesic ball B(x 0 , ε). The proof of Theorem 1.2 is local in x and so, in view of (31), it suffices to assume that k = n, which also simplifies the statement below of Proposition 4.1. We now introduce some notation in preparation for the statement of Proposition 4.1. Given local coordinate charts U, V ⋐ R n , ϕ(y, u, ξ; x) := S(t 0 , x, ξ; u) − y, ξ ,
where (y, u, ξ; x) ∈ V × B n (ε) × R n × U and S(t, x, ξ; u) satisfies the initial-value problem
The key technical step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following Proposition 4.1. Assume that the family (P u ( )) ∈(0, 0 ] of magnetic Schrödinger operators satisfies (31) for (x, u) ∈ B(x 0 , ε) × B n (ε). Then, for ε, |t 0 | > 0 sufficiently small,
and the immersed Lagrangian
is a canonical graph that is locally parametrized by the phase functionφ in (32). Moreover, the local formula for the principal symbol ofW x,E ( ) is
where χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) and (u, τ, y, η) ∈ Γ x . In (35) π : T * M → M is the canonical projection on the base manifold and we view u = u(y, η) as a function of the local cotangent coordinates (y, η) ∈ T * M parametrizing Γ x .
Proof. For |t 0 | < ε 0 small, the kernel of W u,E ( ) can be locally written in the form ([Zw, Chapter 10, Section 2])
where the amplitude a(·, u) ∼
) with coordinate charts U ⋐ R n and has the expansion discussed in the section on -FIOs. In (36), the operators K u ( ) are residual in the sense that
uniformly in (x, y, u) ∈ U × V × B n (ε), for ε > 0 small. The phase function is of the form ϕ(x, y, ξ; u) = S(t 0 , x, ξ; u) − y, ξ
Here,
is the principal symbol of the operator P u ( ). In view of (33), by a Taylor expansion of S(t, x, ξ) around t = 0, it follows that for t = t 0 small,
The remainder in (39) is locally uniform in (x, ξ, u) ∈ K × B n (ε) with K ⊂ T * M compact and ε > 0 small. By implicit differentiation of (33) in (x, ξ), it follows that the same is true for derivatives, implying
The key step in the proof of Proposition 4.1 involves interchanging the roles of x and u. Consequently, we now view u ∈ B n (ε) no longer as parameters, but rather as range variables for the operatorsW x,E ( ) : (26) which now depend on the local parameters x ∈ B(x 0 , ε).
To emphasize this point and following (32), we writẽ ϕ(u, y, ξ; x) = S(t 0 , x, ξ; u) − y, ξ
where the last line follows from (39). Similarly, we defineã(u, ξ; x, ) := a(t 0 , x, ξ; u, ).
From (36), it follows thatW x,E ( )
. It remains to show that Γ x is a canonical graph and to compute the principal symbol ofW x,E ( ).
We recall that the admissibility assumption implies that locally, for x ∈ B(x 0 , ε), we have the invertibility condition (31)
uniformly for (x, u) ∈ B(x 0 , ε) × B n (ε) with ε > 0 small. We compute in geodesic normal coordinates x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) on B(x 0 , ε) centered at x 0 (i.e. x(x 0 ) = 0); here onward, for convenience, we abuse notation somewhat by identifying points with the respective coordinate representations. Since g ij (x) = δ i j + O(|x| 2 ), a Taylor expansion in the x-variables in (38) around x = 0 gives
in view of (40),
From (43), it follows that the mixed (u, ξ)-Hessian matrix ofφ(u, y, ξ; x) has entries
Consequently, from (41) and (44), the operatorW x,E ( ) :
with R( ) residual and for |t 0 |, ε > 0 sufficiently small,
locally and uniformly in (u, y, ξ; x) . From (45) and the Implicit Function Theorem, we conclude that the canonical relation ofW x,E ( ) :
is a canonical graph for all x ∈ B(x 0 , ε) when |t 0 |, ε > 0 are sufficiently small. From (46) it is clear that (y, ξ) can be chosen as local parametrizing variables for Γ x .
Remark: We note that it is at this point that the specific form of the magnetic Hamiltionian p(x, ξ, u) (42) is used to derive the required non-degeneracy of the phase functionφ in (45).
To determine the principal symbol σ(W x,E ( )), we compute the leading order term a 0 (u, ξ; x) in the amplitude ofW x,E ( ). Writing ϕ t (x, y, ξ; u) = S(t, x, ξ; u) − y, ξ , it follows that a 0 (u, ξ; x) = a t 0 (x, ξ; u), where a t solves the initial-value problem for the first transport equation 
is the time t 0 bicharacteristic flow generated by the magnetic Hamiltonian p u and χ
In terms of coordinates (u, τ = d u S(u, ξ; x, t 0 )) that parametrize the canonical graph Γ x , we have
for (u, τ ; y, ξ) ∈ Γ x . The fact |dydξ| = |dudτ |, which follows from the map (y, ξ) → (u, τ ) with (u, τ ; y, ξ) ∈ Γ x being a symplectomorphism, is used in the last line of (49). We also note that in terms of geodesic normal coordinates in the ball B(x 0 , ε), the Hessian matrix,
is non-degenerate for (x, u) ∈ B(x 0 , ε) × B n (ε) and t 0 , ε > 0 small by the admissibility assumption on the family of magnetic potentials (ω u ) u∈B n (ε) in Definition 1.1. Hence,
The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1 and the semiclassical Egorov theorem.
Corollary 4.2. Given (x, u) ∈ B(x 0 , ε) × B n (ε) with ε > 0 small and ∈ (0, 0 ], the operators
and have principal symbol
Since Γ x is a canonical graph, we can write the points in (51) as (u(y, η), τ (y, η); y, η) ∈ Γ x in terms of the (y, η) parametrizing coordinates.
Moreover, it is clear from the stationary phase argument used in the proof of the -Egorov theorem that the family of -pseudodifferential operators A x,E ( ) in Corollary 4.2 depends regularly and locally uniformly on the x-parameters in the sense that the total symbol σ(A x,E )(y, η; ) satisfies the local estimates
uniformly for x ∈ B(x 0 , ε) and ∈ (0, 0 ].
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.2, we note that in view of (5) and Corollary 4.2 with x ∈ B(x 0 , ε),
Since
uniformly for x ∈ B(x 0 , ε).
To prove the lower bounds on B n (ε) |ϕ (u) (x)| 2 du, we note that for |t 0 |, ε > 0 sufficiently small,
Thus, from the symbol formula in (51),
In view of (55), the weak Garding inequality (20), and the mass concentration of the initial Schrödinger eigenfunctions (ϕ ) ∈(0, 0 ] on {p 0 = E} (22), we have for all ∈ (0, 0 ] sufficiently small,
uniformly in x ∈ B(x 0 , ε). Substitution of (56) into the last line of (53) gives the lower bound in Theorem 1.2 uniformly for x ∈ B(x 0 , ε).
Since M is compact, we select a cover of finitely many small balls B j (x 0 , ε) for j = 0, ..., N and repeat the above analysis above in each ball using the admissibility assumption (1.1) to ensure that we can choose an n-tuple (u i 1 , ..., u in ) so that the non-degeneracy condition in (31) is satisfied in each ball, B j . This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
The quantum ergodic case
We assume here that (M, g) is a smooth, compact n-manifold and that the bicharacteristic flow of p 0 (x, ξ) = |ξ|
where dω E is Liouville measure and c E = (vol ω E (p
0 (E))) −1 . In the homogeneous case where P 0 ( ) = − 2 ∆ g and E = 1, it is well-known that [CV, Sch, Z2] (57) is satisfied for a full asymptotic density of eigenfunctions. The question of whether the asymptotic identity in (57) holds for all eigenfunctions is referred to as quantum unique ergodicity [S2] .
Let (ϕ j k ) ∞ k=1 be any subsequence of eigenfunctions with j k → 0 and k → ∞. One forms sequence of measures dµ j k := |ϕ j k (x)| 2 dvol(x) with the associated microlocal lifts dμ j k defined by dμ j k (a) := Op
where a ∈ C ∞ (T * M) and Op aw (a) denotes the non-negative semiclassical anti-Wick quantization [Zw] . If the measures dμ j k converge in the weak- * sense, one forms the associated weak- * limit
In the quantum ergodic case, our main result in Theorem 1.2 yields averaged pointwise asymptotics for the deformed eigenfunctions. We state the precise result here for future reference. In our case, we use the perturbed eigenfunctions ϕ (u) to form the microlocally lifted measures
The following is local in x ∈ B(x 0 , ε) ⊂ M and so, just as in Proposition 4.1, it suffices to assume that k = n.
0 (E) is ergodic and that (ϕ ) ∈(0, 0 ] is a quantum ergodic sequence of L 2 -normalized eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger operator P 0 ( ) = − 2 ∆ g + V (x) with P 0 ( )ϕ = E( )ϕ and E( ) = E + o(1). Then, under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.2 on the magnetic Schrödinger operators P u ( ), it follows that (i) for all u ∈ B n (ε) sufficiently small, the sequence (ϕ (u) ) ∈[0, 0 ] is itself quantum ergodic up to a smooth density; that is,
is Liouville measure on p −1 u (E) and we write dω E = dω E,0 for short. Moreover, the density ρ u is given by the Jacobian (i.e. the Radon-Nikodym derivative)
(ii) For x ∈ B(x 0 , ε), one has the averaged pointwise asymptotics
Proof. The proof of (i) is an easy consequence of the semiclassical Egorov theorem. Indeed, for B( ) ∈ Ψ 0,−∞ cl (M) and any quantum ergodic sequence of ϕ 's, the -Egorov theorem gives
In ( 
0 (E)) is a diffeomorphism onto its image. Moreover, since dp u = 0 on the set {p u = E}, it follows by Taylor expansion in u and the Implicit Function Theorem that for ε > 0 small, p
0 (E)) and so, by (61) and the change of variables formula,
The proof of (ii) follows from Theorem 1.2 and (50), since for the quantum ergodic sequence of eigenfunctions (ϕ ) ∈[0, 0 ] and all x ∈ M, A x,E ( ) ∈ Ψ 0,−∞ cl (M) with uniform symbolic C kbounds. Consequently,
The ergodic case will be discussed in more detail in [CJT] .
Some Examples
In this section, we explicitly compute the averaged pointwise bounds in the case of the 1-dimensional magnetic harmonic oscillator and the magnetic Laplacian on S 2 . Both examples have worst-case L ∞ -blowup for the unperturbed eigenfunctions, ϕ .
6.1. Harmonic Oscillator. Consider the 1-dimensional harmonic oscillator
x +x 2 ) and the associated L 2 -normalized ground state eigenfunction ϕ (x) = (π )
with eigenvalue 2 . This eigenfunction -microlocally concentrates near the critical point p −1 (0) = {(0, 0)}. We show that the family of eigenfunctions (ϕ (u) ) ∈(0, 0 ] corresponding to the magnetic perturbations with
satisfies the bounds in Theorem 1.2. Following [GS, page 129] and utilizing the formulas in (48), one easily derives the generalized Mehler formula for the perturbed propagator e −itPu( )/ with P u ( ) = P (x, D x − u). Explicitly, e −itPu( )/ (ϕ )(x) = 1 (2π ) 1/2 saturates the maximal Hörmander sup bound at (0, 0, 1). Indeed it is obvious from (74) that |Z n (0)| = (2π) 3/2 √ n ∼ −1/2 . The method of steepest descent can be applied in (74) away from the north and south poles, corresponding to |x| = ϕ away from 0 and π, and one easily gets that
for ∈ (0, 0 ]. Hence, one can ignore this range where the eigenfunction is already uniformlybounded prior to deformation. Let (Z (u) ) ∈(0, 0 ] := ((exp −it 0 P u ( )/ )Z ) ∈(0, 0 ] be the deformed eigenfunctions where, for simplicity, we choose the (constant field) magnetic Schrödinger operators P u ( ) : C ∞ (S 2 ) → C ∞ (S 2 ) with
We verify directly that
uniformly for x ∈ S 2 . In particular, when x corresponds to (0, 0, 1), the worst case eigenfunction blow-up is destroyed by averaging over the magnetic field u = u 1 dx 1 + u 2 dx 2 ∈ Ω 1 (S 2 ). In view of (75) it suffices to assume that |x| = o(1) as → 0 and we do so from now onward. We split the ball |x| = o(1) around the north pole into two pieces: Fix α ∈ (1/2, 1) and first suppose |x| α . In that case, an application of steepest descent in (74) 
In the complementary range where |x| α , we write the oscillatory integral (74) as 
The last line of (78) follows by Taylor expansion of the phase function Φ(τ ; x) := log(cos |x|+ i sin |x| cos τ ) around x = 0 using that cos |x| = 1 + O(|x| 2 ) and |x| −1 sin |x| = 1 + O(|x| 2 ). The change of variables τ → τ − x in (78) and application of the cosine law implies that when |x| α ,
Here we write dω = dτ for arc-length measure. In view of (77), it follows by stationary phase in ω ∈ S 1 that the same asymptotic formula (79) is also valid when |x| α . Substitution of (79) and the general formula for the small-time propagator e it 0 Pu( )/ gives 
where a(x, ω, t 0 ) ≍ 1 and Φ(x, ω, t 0 ) = x, ω − t 0 |ω + u| 2 + O(t 2 0 + |x| 2 ).
From (81), it follows that
−1 B 2 (ε) S 1 S 1 e i −1 [Φ(x,ω,t 0 )−Φ(x,ω ′ ,t 0 )] a(x, ω, t 0 )a(x, ω ′ , t 0 ) dωdω ′ du 1 du 2 .
Writing ω = (cos τ, sin τ ), the bound in (76) follows from (83) and an application of stationary phase in (u 1 , τ ) (or alternatively, (u 2 , τ ) depending on whether or not cos τ = 0 ). This is consistent with our main result.
Remark: We note from (81) that at the pole x = 0 itself, 
At present, we do not know whether such deterministic local supremum bounds for the family (ϕ (u) ) ∈(0, 0 ] hold in greater generality.
